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Illinois' really big fiscal crisis: infrastructure
expenses
By Joe Cahill
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If Illinois' enormous pension costs trouble
your sleep, the even bigger tab for fixing the
state's infrastructure will keep you up all
night.
The crumbling highways, rail lines, bridges
and water systems that underpin our
economy will need more than $300 billion in
repairs over the next 30 years, according to a
report released by the Civic Federation of
Chicago a few weeks ago. The figure is in line
with estimates by other groups that have
studied the issue.
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Problem is, nobody knows where we'll get that extra $10 billion a year. Traditional funding
sources are drying up. Federal and state gasoline taxes that finance much of our transportation
network lag behind rising construction costs. President Barack Obama's stimulus money is spent.
And Illinois capital works programs have grown fewer and farther between, with the state
struggling to cover borrowing costs for the most recent one.
One thing is for sure: We'd better find the cash. Our transportation systems are aging, outmoded
and inadequate to support a globally competitive region in the 21st century.
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Slow zones and breakdowns plague the Chicago Transit Authority. Highway congestion saps
more than $7 billion from the local economy every year, the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for
Planning estimates. Freight trains creep across the area, delaying goods and holding up traffic.
The poor condition of our roads and bridges adds about $297 annually to the cost of operating a
vehicle, according to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.
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Transportation is the linchpin of Chicago's economy and a requisite of being a global city. Our
attractiveness to businesses rests largely on our connectedness; you can get pretty much
anywhere from here. That's why the nation's railroads intersect here and why global companies
open offices here. But if businesses can't move people and goods in and out of the area
efficiently, we'll lose our unique economic advantage.
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Other cities, mainly in Europe and rising Asian
countries, have modern, fast, reliable systems with
seamless connections between various modes of
transit. Ours is old, slow and balkanized.

One thing is for sure:
We'd better find the cash.

Years of neglect have made Illinois infrastructure subpar even by 20th-century standards. Much
of the huge bill coming due represents deferred maintenance projects that should have been
completed over the past couple of decades.
Our sagging infrastructure can't handle another 2.4 million people, the projected population
growth for metropolitan Chicago between now and 2040. We're facing a transportation meltdown
if we don't find a way to finance a long list of upgrades.
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Like the pension funding crisis, the impending infrastructure Armageddon stems from kick-thecan political leadership and the parochial prerogatives of local officials. Just as they skipped
required pension contributions, the bosses skimped on infrastructure maintenance. Formulabased funding that allocates dollars based on local priorities has left the region without the
coordinated transportation systems it needs.
“There's no comprehensive plan” for capital spending in Illinois, laments Laurence Msall,
president of the Civic Federation.
Sadly, there's little hope of changing the political processes used to allocate funding from
traditional sources. But we can come up with new sources that bypass those processes.
“We need to get innovative,” says Matt Maloney, deputy chief of staff of the metropolitan planning
agency.
Mr. Maloney notes that some cities are experimenting with “value capture” development fees
based on the increased value accruing to properties with access to public transit systems.
“Congestion pricing” could be used to fund highway improvements. Then there are public-private
partnerships for capital projects along the lines of Mayor Rahm Emanuel's Chicago Infrastructure
Trust.
Pick one, pick all of them, but get moving before our economy runs out of track.
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What do you think?
Harvey K. wrote:
The downtown area employers benefits mightily from public transit, yet contributes nothing. Even the RTA
sales tax impost revenue from downtown may fail to cover anywhere near half the CTA's cost of services to
that area; and none of of it goes to Metra and the 90,000 daily commuters.
There is no downtown value capture in property taxes for CTA or Metra. All the value is captured by the
property owners in the rents from offices, stores, and restaurants. Beside shorting schools, the tax increment
financing districts that cover the downtown do not support transit.
Not only would the Gray Line be more sensible than a Red Line Extension; but it could save the billions of
dollars represented in South Side Metra Electric infrastructure that serves the area, albeit poorly. Higher Metra
one-way fares have discouraged ridership and led to service reductions further reducing ridership in an
ongoing downward spiral. Yet the riders are there; and CTA has added costly express bus routes to the Loop
to compete with Metra and consuming RTA financial resources for duplicate services.
The Gray Line proposal entails the ME in the City being contracted by CTA to be an integral part of their
network, including fares, transfers, and more frequent service comparable to the Green Line. This service
would be supported in part by the sales taxes collected in the Chicago that do not go to Metra. Without that
support, Metra could well discontinue service to over thirty stations on the South Side and simply serve
downtown from the suburbs.
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STEVEN B. wrote:
It always boils down to where the money will come from. Probably from user fees of various kinds. Like
charging for miles driven, for example.
But watch out that new money doesn't get siphoned off from infrastructure to other uses.

